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Minutes of the 33rd Annual General Meeting of the Public Relations Consultants Association 
(Ireland) was held in The Merrion Hotel, Dublin 2, at 12 noon on Friday 25 February 2022. 

Present Apologies 
Rhona Blake FleishmanHilliard  
Conor Brennan Instinctif Partners 
Joe Carmody Edelman  
Owen Cullen Cullen Communications 
Claire Feely Elevate PR 
Paddy Hughes Drury 
Lorna Jennings Hanover Communications 
Neasa Kane-Fine RPS Project Communications 
Emma Kelly Elevate 
Gill Madden FleishmanHillard 
Laurie Mannix MKC Communications 
Jane McDaid Thinkhouse 
Siobhán Molloy Káno Communications 
Kevin Moore Legacy Communications 
Mari O'Leary O'Leary PR & Marketing 
Norman Pratt Káno Communications 
Martina  Quinn Alice PR & Events 
Patricia Ryan DHR Communications 
Laura Wall Thinkhouse 
Jim Walsh Walsh:PR 

Sharon Murphy  Wilson Hartnell 
Bernard Brogan Legacy Communications 
Niall Cowley We The People  
Anne-Marie Curran Drury 
Ray Gordon Gordon MRM 
Caroline Heywood Walsh:PR 
Susie Hogan Springboard Communications 
Niamh  Hopkins Legacy Communications 
Tony Hughes Carr Communications  
Tim Kinsella MKC Communications 
Cathal Lee Instinctif Partners (Ireland) 
James McCann ClearStory International 
Jonathan Neilan FTI Consulting Ireland  
Michael O'Keeffe Teneo 
Ann-Marie O'Sullivan AM O’Sullivan PR Ltd. 
Donnchadh O'Neill Gibney Communications 
Nigel Heneghan Heneghan 
Justin Bowers Keating & Associates 
Kathryn Byrne Limelight Communications 
 
 

Also Present  
Dr Martina Byrne (CEO)  
Frank Condon Executive Team  
Emma Delaney KSi Faulkner Orr (Auditor)  

 
1. Notice of meeting and apologies 

The notice of the meeting was read by Siobhan Molloy, as Company Secretary, and the apologies 
received were noted. 

2. Minutes 

The Minutes of the previous AGM, having been circulated in advance, were taken as read.  

Proposed by  Emma Kelly and seconded by Mari O’Leary. 

3.  Matters Arising 

There were no matters arising. 

4. Chairperson’s address 

The Chairperson welcomed the attendees to the first in-person AGM since February 2020. 
He began by saying that online engagement had helped business through one of the most 
challenging periods in living memory but there was no doubt that businesses, employees, careers, 
had all suffered in the past year. In particular, workers has been missing out on the vital interaction, 
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collaboration, mentoring, seeing and being seen, that could only happen in the physical office space. 
The new hybrid working model, the Chair said, is a welcome step in terms of work-life balance, but 
most agency owners would agree that the sector needs to get people back in a face-to-face setting. 

He said it was wonderful to see and hear the positivity in ‘agency-land’. Last year’s survey of 
members found exceptional levels of optimism among agencies, and as Ireland exits all restrictions 
the Chair said he expected the mood would get even more positive. 

However, many have clients operating in sectors that were severely impacted during the past two 
years. These were going to need time and patience to recover. But, the Chair said, he  sensed  that 
the market was surging ahead with lots of exciting opportunities. 

Looking back at the last 12 months, he remarked a highlight was Cannes Young PR Lions, where Orna 
Clarke and Lughán Deane of Murray Consultants won a Silver Lion and really put Ireland on the map. 

The Chair said the Awards for Excellence in Public Relations, an online event, streamed live from the 
Mansion House went really well and was a testament to the organisation and hard work of the 
Executive team. More organisations than ever before entered the competition last year.  

The Chair said he was looking forward to getting back, in person, to the Mansion House for the 
traditional celebration of the industry this summer. 

He welcomed Onclusive as sponsor of the flagship PRCA Agency of the Year Awards. These 
categories recognise two PRCA agencies that have delivered consistently outstanding work in the 
past year, and it was great to see Alice PR win the Small Agency of the Year and Edelman win the 
Large Agency of the Year. 

Also, in the last year the Consultancy Management Standard was re-launched, this time for the 
period 2022-24. The CMS  is mandatory for membership of the Association. The Chair said it was  
great to see so many agencies going through the process and that there is no doubt it will improve 
standards across the sector.  

Financially, 2021 was another strong year for the PRCA in spite of the wider challenges in business 
and society. The Chair said he was pleased to report a surplus of €10,500 and a balance sheet in a 
healthy position.  

The solid financial position allows the Treasurer to continue to make contributions to the PRCA - PRII 
Benevolent Fund which is being used to provide all-important counselling and other supports to 
employees through the PRCA Membership Assistance Programme or MAP. 

In addition to briefings for members on how to win in the awards, and best practice in measurement 
and evaluation, other events in the past 12 months include: 

Expert briefings on topical legal matters with reference to Covid-19 and one on corporate insurance 
matters, including for cyber-attacks. 
 
 At a webinar for agency MDs and senior executives last June the Executive team presented the 
findings of the PRCA Agency Sector Covid Impacts survey.  
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In July there was a very interesting event on ways to improve pitching from Alison Clarke, also 
known as the ‘Pitch Witch’. 

In October, DMG Media kindly welcomed PRCA to their offices to experience the new ‘Space To’ 
studio. Attendees had a very enjoyable hybrid breakfast briefing event featuring Jonathan Hill of the 
FAI in conversation with John Lee, Executive Director at DMG Media. . 

Earlier this month, there had been a visit to the Jack B. Yeats exhibition in the National Gallery where 
attendees learned about the outreach the Gallery does and the corporate entertainment options 
available at the venue. 

The chair noted the PRCA CEO Martina Byrne had represented the Association’s interests to the OGP 
regarding the new Framework; the Department of Tourism, Culture, Arts, Gaeltacht, Sport and 
Media regarding Covid supports for livre events; and a written submission on behalf of the PRCA and 
PRII to the Future of Media Commission in Jan 2021. 

It has also been a busy year on the membership front. In 2021, members were delighted to welcome 
Dublin-based DHR Communications and Cork-based Springboard Communications to the 
Association. The Chair also extended a warm welcome to Patricia Ryan from DHR Communications, 
attending her first PRCA AGM. Susie Horgan from Springboard Communications had sent apologies. 

Already in 2022, three new members have been ratified including We The People, Legacy 
Communications, and Cicero. The Chair gave a warm welcome to Kevin Moore from Legacy. Niall 
Cowley, We The People and Aideen Ginnell, Cicero sent their apologies  

Last November it was The Chair’s privilege to represent Ireland at the ICCO World Comms Summit in 
London. It was good, he said, to see that the positivity and optimism of the sector is reflected on the 
world stage. It was also reassuring (and a little worrying perhaps) to know that agencies around the 
world are grappling with the same issues as Ireland, chief among which is the race for talent. The 
latest ICCO World PR Report is available online and the Chair recommended it to all members. 

The Chair said all members were aware that the competition for talent has never been so intense. 
The recruitment market was the most buoyant it has been in 20-odd years, with record-breaking 
numbers of vacancies and opportunities for qualified people. There was renewed pressure on 
agencies to retain the talent they have, by offering the right environment for people to flourish in 
their jobs and careers. 

Looking ahead, the Association will continue to support members by providing strong leadership in 
key areas including talent, advocacy, insights and governance.  

One of the Association’s main priorities for the year is to clarify the value of PRCA membership. The 
Chair encouraged members to get involved in this process and to let the Board know where else the 
PRCA can add value, either for member agencies or across the industry. 

The Chair thanked his fellow Board members for their time and energy in the past year: Siobhan 
Molloy of Kano Communications, Gill Madden of Fleishman Hilliard, Mari O’Leary of O’Leary PR, 
Martina Quinn of Alice PR, Joe Carmody of Edelman, and Lorna Jennings of Hanover. 
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In line with PRCA corporate governance policy, both Mari and Joe were standing down from the 
Board  as they had each served the maximum term in office and the Chair thanked them very much 
for their service. He said he was sure Joe would not mind him singling out Mari for a special word, as 
it was under her stewardship that PRCA Ireland navigated its way through the unforgettable events 
of 2020 and beyond.  

The Chair also thanked the Executive Team at Merrion Square for their tireless work on behalf of 
members during the past year: Dr Martina Byrne, Aine Sheehan, Annemarie Jordan, Dulach Glynn, 
Frank Condon and Tom Hardy.  

5. Honorary Treasurer’s report and adoption of audited accounts 

The Honorary Treasurer presented her report.  

All members had received the accounts for 2020/21 through the members-only area of the PRCA 
website. The Treasurer began by thanking the auditors KSI Faulkner Orr and Emma Delaney for 
attending.  

The Treasurer said that in a year of unprecedented events that has posed difficulties to all economic 
activities in the country it was a pleasure to report that despite a range of challenges, the PRCA 
accounts not only maintained a healthy financial position but recorded an increase in surplus.  

The PRCA financial year runs from November 1st 2020 to October 31st 2021. The Board had budgeted 
for a surplus of €3,554 however the Association was able to record a surplus of €10,508 this year - 
compared to €3,085 last year.  In the main this is due to a number of areas where costs were 
reduced due to COVID-19. 

The PRCA operates on a relatively modest budget, and this year’s income of €55,294 represented a 
decrease of €5,042 over the previous year.  

The context of what impacted the income figures when compared to 2020 included: 

• Membership fees saw a decrease of €784 compared to last year. However, with 5 new 
member agencies joining in recent months the Board expect significant growth this year. 

• For the second year the Awards for Excellence were online. Total Revenue was up compared 
to the previous year. Entries levels were similar to last year however this year it was possible 
to generate ticket sales. Awards Sponsorship was down compared to the previous year and  
costs were up due to improving the virtual experience venue, online production team and 
MC costs were incurred.   

Turning to outgoings, total expenditure for the year was €44,786 - down by €12,465.  

Most of the expenditure is in line with last year and the 2021 budget, but there are a few items in 
2021 to note: 

- Breakfast briefing & luncheon & AGM – the costs incurred were less compared to the 
previous year due to moving online 

- Marketing – the costs incurred were €3,680 less compared to 2019/2020.  This relates to 
sponsorship of the Cannes Young Lion competition. 
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- Legal fees – last year €5,535  was incurred in Legal Fees relating to a lot of governance work , 
particularly updating the Memo & Arts, and Disciplinary procedures. However Legal costs 
this year were zero. 

- Membership ICCO & International Representation – these costs increased up by €1,118 
compared to last year (when COVID had impacted ICCO activity).  

- Benevolent Fund – The PRCA continued to contribute 2% of membership fee income to the 
Benevolent Fund which supports the PRCA Member Assistance Programme. The Treasurer 
said the MAP was a great initiative and one PRCA members should regularly promote in their 
own agencies for people to access. AGM attendees had received copies of a poster for office 
noticeboards to help spread the word about this membership benefit to employees as 
member agencies return to offices. 

All factors considered, the Treasurer said she was  pleased to report that, as of 31 October 2021, the 
Association had a reserve of €46,483. It was important to note that while expenses reduced in some 
instances, membership services were maintained and indeed expanded during the year.  For 
example, the PRCA Covid survey and Cannes Lions online. 

From a cashflow perspective, the Association are also in a healthy position with cash/funds in the 
bank. The new credit control process has paid dividends, and the Board are extremely pleased to 
report that  trade debtors at year end was zero.  

Looking to the year ahead, the Treasurer said she was anticipating a similar year in terms of finances, 
as there was a re-balance in-person events with those online. 

In concluding her report, the Treasurer thanked Martina and all the team at 84 Merrion Square for 
their efficient running of the Association in the exceptional times of last year and for their support 
during the past financial year. In particular, she thanked Áine Sheehan for her valuable assistance in 
maintaining and reporting the Association’s finances and achieving that zero-euro debtors report. 

Following a query on the Management Fee payable to PRII from Jim Walsh, the adoption of the 
Accounts was proposed by Chairperson, Owen Cullen.  

Following a show of hands, the audited accounts were formally approved by the meeting. 

6. Appointment of auditors 

The meeting approved KSi Faulkner Orr as the Association’s auditor and gave the Board the power to 
fix remuneration in relation to such.  

Proposed by Siobhan Molloy and seconded by Neasa Kane Fine. 

 
7. Election of Board Members 

The Chair advised that there were two vacancies on the Board as Mari O’Leary has served her one-
year term as ex-officio and Joe Carmody has served the maximum two terms and both were 
standing down in line with the rotation of Board Members as set out in the Association’s 
Memorandum and Articles. 
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As no nominations were received before the deadline of 17 February to fill the two vacancies, the 
Chair announced there would be no election. 

 

8. Motions 

There were no motions. 

9. AOB 

Opening the discussion to the floor, there followed a wide-ranging discussion on implementing the 
right to disconnect,  difficulties in the marketplace in recruiting and retaining talent, salary 
pressures, diversity and inclusion in the profession and in third level courses and promoting the 
profession to young people and their parents in Secondary School. 

 

The meeting concluded at 1pm. 

 

Owen Cullen  

PRCA Chairperson 

Date 


